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ABSTRACT 

 

It is essential to maintain social distance and avoid large mob gatherings at one 

place to break the chain of corona virus infection, but maintaining these things 

is not that much easy. People knowingly or unknowingly, gather, roam on the 

streets & break the rules. Hence Keeping an eye on all these activities is not an 

easy job. The proposed system is an automatic method for controlling crowd in 

this pandemic situation, where crowd gatherings should be avoided on large 

basis. We have proposed a system which will keep a watchful eye on crowd 

gathering with help of RPi camera, as crowd is detected the system will give a 

alert to authorities that they will take actions against the crowd gatherings and 

restrict the public from areas where crowds are restricted to be gather. The 

main aim of the survey is to be found how to avoid unnecessary gatherings 

where crowd is restricted! and if crowd gathers unnecessarily, system can alert 

the respective authorities and crowd can be minimized. 

Keywords: RaspberryPi4, RPi camera module, Python, OpenCV, Haar cascade, 

Raspbian. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In December 2019 corona virus first case was found in 

Wuhan China, around 122 Countries in world are 

infected. Corona virus infection transfers from human 

to human and high risk of spread is in public places 

where people use to gather frequently. COVID-19 

spread is getting in control and vaccination is also 

started but precautions are ignored at most of the 

places and large amount of crowd gathering are being 

created by public unnecessarily! Crowd gatherings 

can be avoided at places like school premises, public 

transport vehical stops, Government offices etc. 

which will definitely help in minimising the risk of 

spreading covid-19 again which is in some of control 

now! As schools , colleges , government offices , 

companies are reopening more precautions are 

needed to be taken. The authorities need reliable 
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technology which can survey such places where 

crowd gathers more and more and to prevent these 

types of unnecessary movements. 

 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY   

We have reviewed several papers published by many 

authors researchers in the international conferences 

and journals. These papers contain similar concepts 

and points which are useful for our work. Literature 

survey is as follow:  

[1] this paper describes the machine learning for 

visual object detection which is able to process images 

so rapidly and achieving high detection rates, which 

describes about haar cascade model. It has three main 

contributions as image representation, learning 

algorithm based on adaboost and combining complex 

classifiers in cascade.[2] the paper contains the new 

human face detection algorithm they have worked on 

mouth, eye and skin hue by combining the haar 

cascade classifier and the weak classifiers on the bases 

of human face.[3] face recognition in real time is so 

challenging so the this paper proposes principal 

component analysis for facial recognition system, 

they developed a camera that is based on real-time 

face recognition and set an algorithm by developing 

programming on OpenCV, Haar Cascade, Eigenface, 

Fisher Face, LBPH, and Python.[4] node classifiers in 

the cascade detector are been designed in this paper, 

authors made three contributions as categorization of 

asymmetries, forward feature selection (FFS) 

algorithm and a fast precomputing strategy for 

AdaBoost. FFS, linear asymmetric classifier (LAC). 

with these contributions the classifiers performance 

has been improved.[5] gender classification under non 

uniform illumination variations ha been proposed in 

this paper it is designed as that it would be fast and 

low time consuming, Haar Cascade Classifiers are 

used for face detection from an image.Haar Cascade 

Classifiers and geometrical properties of facial features 

are combined for Facial feature extraction from 

detected face. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is 

used.[6] using biometric identification for the face 

recognition is main problem it is lengthy process and 

the accuracy of the results is not that much clear, 

Haar Cascades and Eigenface methods are used for 

fast face recognition, which can detect multiple faces. 

There system was capable of recognize multiple faces 

with 91.67% accuracy level in a single detection 

process.[7]authors have done the comparison between 

VJ and HOG for detection of the faces, with that 

Integral Image through Haar-like feature is calculated 

by V-J method, by using AdaBoost process to make a 

robust cascade classifier,  authors were motivated by 

Viola-Jones Haar Cascade Classifier.[8] Haar cascade 

classifiers (HCC) is used for the architecture of a 

hierarchical face and eyes detection system, author 

compared the efficiency of other systems face and 

eyes HCCs and got their 94% successful results.[9] 

Multi-block Local Binary Patterns (MB-LBP), for 

detecting the face are been presented in this paper, 

MB-LBP features are used to achieve a goal of 

detecting face. The authors in this paper mentioned 

the advantages of MB-LBP feature that boosts the 

learning for face detection.[10] using the deep 

transfer learning and the RaspberryPI, authors 

developed the system and  achieved task automation 

which doesn’t need any on ground human effort and 

reduces man power. accuracy score of 96.02% is 

achieved by developers , along with that the authors 

used the RPi III , Python in this research paper.[11] 

authors proposed system that will be capable of 

sensing suspicious events like unknown human face 

detection, entry in restricted places by capturing 

videos on basis of the real time. turret mechanism is 

built using servo motors that will help to camera to 

rotate in 360’ direction, system is automatic as well it 

can be used manually. Raspberry pi board is used as 

the central processing unit,[12] In this paper the 

author has given us the techniques which are been 

used for crowd monitoring mainly the CCTV crowd 

flow monitoring is focused by author. Motion-based 

machine vision techniques for the management of 
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large crowds are pointing to control large crowd 

digitally. Motion based algorithms are mentioned by  

authors that will detect the crowd.[13] In this paper 

the Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network 

(MCNN) architecture is developed by the authors for 

mapping the image to its crowd density map, this 

work accurately estimate the crowd count from an 

individual images, .this work has Raspberry Pi3 board 

along with that the open cv and python programming 

is been used.[14] Covid infections can majorly reduce 

by maintaining social distancing and less public 

gathering on these conditions the authors proposed a 

work where system is able to detect the human pairs, 

about 6 feet of space between them is assigned for 

social distancing condition. hybrid combination of a 

Deep Reinforcement Learning method and traditional 

model is used to implement this work.[15] circuit 

television (CCTV) and Drones are used to monitor the 

crowd on the basis of object detection and compute 

the distancing between the humans. computer 

distance algorithms are been used to do this work 

with that this surveillance method uses Computer 

vision and Deep learning for croiwd analysis.[16] 

surveillance robots are proposed in this work which 

can monitor as well promote the social distancing, 

trhis system mainly focuses on social distance 

detection, urban navigation, and intelligent voice 

interaction. Raspberry Pi, open cv and python based 

robot system is designed.[17] In this research authors 

proposed using a monocular camera and deep 

learning-based real-time object detectors for 

monitoring the social distancing in public areas, 3 

different pedestrian crowd datasets were used to 

verify the proposed system. This system is real time. 

conducting social distancing monitoring and finding 

the critical density was the main concern. Only the 

pedestrians within the ROI were considered. [18] this 

system comprises of many of the sensor nodes 

communicating with a server which is centralized, 

the work counts number of people entering and 

leaving a specific zone, checks for physical distancing, 

monitors body temperature and warns attendees and 

authorities of violations. They used the Raspberry Pi 

system to overcome this work with that python 

programming also used with the crowd detection 

models.[19] multi-class support vector machine 

(SVM) running over Raspberry pi (RPi) was used to 

detecte real-time violence in surveillance videos. six 

classes like blast, fight, knife, pistol etc. were used 

along with the SURF feature and it was very effective 

in real time.[20] Message oriented architecture is used 

to sense and process modules on bases of real time 

video captured. Modules like motion detection, 

background subtraction, people counting and a 

tracking were used. Author successfully implemented 

the crowd monitor system using average resolution 

cameras and the Raspberry Pi control unit. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

After Observing survey we saw that no system is 

developed such will monitor crowd gatherings and 

alert the authorities & monitor the body temperatures 

fully automatic, that will help to prevent COVID19 

indirectly, keeping reference of all above papers we 

get motivated to do such a work that will find a 

reliable system. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

A Smart system for crowd monitoring and detection 

to prevent covid19 will effective work for handle the 

crowded places and monitoring the body 

temperatures automatically in real time and according 

to literature survey the hardware and technology 

which will be used to accomplish this project are  

Raspberry Pi 4 board as control unit, Rpi camera 

module, MLX90614 temperature sensor, speakers. 

Programming will be done in python. This will 

conclude the overall work which needs to be done to 

accomplish the result. If we implement this on 

Broadway, it will very successful in indirectly 
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preventing covid19. The main advantage of this smart 

system is its simplicity and its ability to warn the 

crowd as well the authorities. 
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